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Information Revolutions

Writing 8 BC
Printing 1450 
Mass Media 1850
Entertainment 1900
Communication Toolshed Home  1950
Information Highway 2000

Fang, IE 1997, ‘What are information revolutions?’ in A history of mass communication: Six 

information revolutions. Focul, Boston

Still Revolving.........

Web 2.0  ?
Social 

Interacting
Sharing

Web 3.0  ?
Data Integration
Intelligent Web?

http://www.flickr.com/photos/caseorganic/2790352368/



UN literacy decade 2003 – 2012
UNESCO  2003

Literacy as Freedom

‘Inequities among nations and 
individuals in today’s Information 

Society’ http://www.unesco.org/uil/en/focus/unliteracy.htm

The Prague Declaration 2003 The Chasm
For third world and developing 

countries who are without 
participation in, and exposure to, the 
worldwide technology phenomenon, 
the information rich and poor chasm 

will undoubtedly grow wider, not 
correct this divide, and definitely not 

quickly create an economically 
viable workforce (The Prague Declaration 2003)



Cultural Poverty

Technological competence has joined 
literacy as a potent factor capable of 

separating culturally rich from 
culturally poor. Bannerman (1996 p250) 

Cultural Poverty solution
Developing nations need solid education 

programs in basic information 
literacy and  the skills in any means 

of non digital information and 
knowledge accessible to them. This 

will then place these citizens and 
students in a much improved situation 
to tackle digital information literacy

when the technology arrives.
Hawkins (2001, cited in Stern 2003 p5), Stern (2003 p5) and Pejova (2003 p2) 

The 
International Criminal Court 

Interns will gain an 
understanding of the Court's 

objectives and of the challenges 
faced by the organisation in 

general, and a detailed 
knowledge of the mission and 

work of one area of the Court in 
particular. With practical 

experience of the implementation 
of international criminal justice in 

this unique institution, 
participants will have an 

opportunity to augment their 
knowledge and expertise at the 

national or international level 
whilst making a valuable 

contribution to the work of the 

With Interns   Anatolé and 
Rosa

An Educational Catch-22?



ICT Development Index –
Indicators

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/publications/idi/2009/index.html

Computer % households ‘07 Bandwidth( per 
user bit/s) ‘07

Australia 73% 8,035
New Zealand 65.9% 6,569
Turkmenistan 0.5% 3414
UK 67% 55,281
Zimbabwe 1.8% 42
Luxembourg 75% 9,617,645

ICT Development Index

Government
It is recognised by the Australian 

Government that a National Information 
Policy needs to address the issue of the 
class differences that may widen when 
one sector of society has a growing skills 

base and the other suffers significant 
disadvantage of similar opportunities

(Australia, parliament 1991, p20) 

Workplace Information 
Literacy



7 tenets of Information 
Literacy

ØUsing Information Technology
ØUsing Library and Computer Literacy
ØAcquiring mental models of information 

systems
ØCombination of information and technology 

skills
Ø Information literacy as a process
Ø Information literacy as an amalgam of skills, 

attitudes and knowledge
Ø Information literacy as first component in the 

continuum of critical thinking 

The Horizon Report - Trends

Horizon Report

Schools may be 
in the key 
position to 
provide a 

BRIDGE over 
the digital divide.

Johnson, L., Levine, A., Smith, R., Smythe, T., (2009). The Horizon 
Report: K-12 Edition. Austin, Texas: The New Media 
Consortium.

IL as a Complete Educational 
Philosophy

There is evidence and discussion from the 
schools library sector that places more 
importance on information literacy as a 

complete educational process

The information literate school community can 
be viewed as philosophy as well as place…

(Cooper and Boyd 1995, pers. comm. by Henri, 3 September 2004)



Information Literacy in the 
Curriculum

Integration of literacy, technology and 
communication

http://ecwired.blogspot.com/

Emmanuel College WIRED Blog

UNESCO School Manifesto
“The school library provides information and 

ideas that are fundamental to functioning 
successfully in today’s information and 

knowledge-based society. 
The school library equips students with life-

long learning skills and develops the 
imagination, enabling them to live as 

responsible citizens”
http://www.unesco.org/webworld/libraries/manifestos/school_manif esto.html

Librarians  - Information 
Literacy

Professionals



Close the Chasm


